
Scissors
Performers that get the job done. 

Good scissors are expensive.  But it is worth investing in a good pair of fabric shears if you do 
a lot of cutting. I’ve collected many scissors over the years, but these are the ones I personally 
use the most. If you are starting out, and want to buy one, go with the Kai 7205 8-inch and 
use them only for fabric. These other two would be my next go-to’s.

Kai 7205 8-inch
(Fabric)

Kai 5165
(Keep by Machine)

Kai 6626
(Cutting/Maneuvering
Nooks/Crannies)



Fabric Scissors:
Kai Professional 7000 Series

The Kai 7205  8-inch is simply the best all around fabric shear. If I could afford to I would 
also have them in the larger 10-inch size for cutting home decor fabric yardage. 

The smaller 7 series scissors are nice to have if you can afford them. I tend to use the 5000 
series in the smaller size due to the price. But I do own and use the 7170 for some tasks and 
especially for cutting close to the seam corners when I am cutting out zipper plaques/openings 
because the tips are super sharp. Price varies greatly; shop around.



Kai for Cutting Out
Nooks/Crannies In Fabric

The Kai 5626 6-inch is my go-to for cutting out small pieces or pieces with nooks 
and crannies.  The shape of the handle is so comfortable for maneuvering. I use 
these to cut out the frames of my Frame It pattern. I don’t use them on paper, 
however, and for paper I use the Tim Holtz Tonic scissors. They are non-stick and 
serrated, and not as good for fabric as the Kai. They also have a 7-inch length, 
but I tend to grab my smaller ones first. (I hear the Karen Buckley Perfect 6” 
Scissors are good, but they look similar to the Tim Holtz, and are more expensive 
than the Kai. ).  Price: The 6-Inch Kai 5626 range $16-$21.



Small Task Sewing Scissors: Kai
I just love these little Kai 5165 scissors. I keep one next to each of my machines. 
They are inexpensive and are just great for cutting thread and even making snips 
around curves. An alternative is the 3140 for super precision (like snipping the 
corners near a seam for a zipper pocket hole. But they can be a deadly weapon 
because the tips are so sharp.  



Paper/Crafting: Tim Holz
I use these non-stick scissors to cut oaktag paper pieces and plastic templates. I 
also use the small one for trimming my double-sided tape as they are easy to 
clean with some GooGone solution. I use the 7-inch length the most. They also 
come in red. Price: $9-$17



Fabric Task: Gingher

7” Sewing/Dressmaker 
Scissors
These are actually 6.5” long. 

They are great for cutting and trimming 
around your seam to reduce thick 
excess/seam bulk on bags. The heft and 
torque of these make them better for this 
purpose than the Kai.

6-Inch Knife Edge Applique
Nothing beats these for certain tasks when 
you want to trim excess close to a seam, but 
you only want to cut one side of the seam.

Gingher used to be “the” brand.  But today most people find them to be too heavy 
and fatigue the hand. They last forever and can be re-sharpened. My 8-10” Gingers 
seem to remain in my drawer as I prefer my Kai in this size.  

However, I still use these smaller Gingher’s because I find they cut thru thick-layered 
material better than Kai. Due to their heft, they have more torque suited to this 
purpose.  (I also use my 12-inch Gingher shears, not featured here, for cutting thicker 
home decor yardage simply because they get the job done faster, and I’ve had them 
for years.



Pinking Shears: Kai N5350
There really is no perfect pinking shear. I’ve tried them all. After much trial and error 
over the years, I like my Kai the best. They easiest on the hands and make the 
cleanest cut. Don’t try using any of them to cut more than one layer at a time. The 
newer ones (top) have the more comfortable light-weight handle. 



Thread Snips

Tool Tron
Easykut Spring  Action Scissor 4.5”

I find this one to be sharper and last 
longer than the Havel’s, but it is 
slightly shorter than Havels. 

Price Range:  $8 to $12

Havels
Snip-Eze Embroidery Snips 4.75”

I like that Havel’s is a tad longer 
making it easier to handle, and has 
a slightly wider gap in opening in 
handle making it easier to hang

Price Range: $13 - $25

Comes in regular,  cushioned handle, and Rainbow 
Titanium oxide finishes. 

For trimming thread strands and loose ends after sewing. They will get dull quick if you 
use them to generally cut thread so I use these just for precision trimming of strands.

$              $$         $$$                                 $$$$



Where To Buy

See the Products

https://kaiscissors.com

https://www.tooltron.com

https://www.havelssewing.com

https://www.gingher.us

Shop Price/Buy

http://www.cutexsewingsupplies.com

https://www.amazon.com

https://www.ebay.com

https://www.wawak.com

Cutex Sewing has great prices and ships out fast at reasonable prices. They are 
also on eBay and I find it easier to locate their items on eBay than on their 
website. I usually look there first.
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